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SWAANG A platform for Medical Simulation
“Don’t practice until you get it right. Practice until you can’t get it wrong”
PGI Chandigarh
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Simulation-based medical education
Reviews indicate that simulation-based medical education can
improve knowledge and skills and, increasingly, improve patient
outcomes
Simulation is an important methodology in bridging the gap between theory
and practice in medical education. Simulation-based education (SBE)
provides a structured, learner-centred environment in which novice,
intermediate, and advanced practitioners can learn or practise skills without
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“Simulation is a
scientific, experiential &
a rock solid
methodology in
addressing patient
safety concerns”

“There is no better
method than simulation
to ensure preparedness
to provide best possible
treatment to critically ill”

“Simulation-based
training is a viable
component in medical
education for improving
patient safety and for
supporting better
clinical decisionmaking.”
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causing harm to patients. A range of systematic
reviews indicate that simulation-based medical
education can improve knowledge and skills and,
increasingly, improve patient outcomes. The
advantages and benefits of simulation are
reflected in it's increasing global use as a learning
methodology in medical school and in continuing
medical education (Bearman, et al., 2013).

Why Simulation?
50,000 – 100,000 lives were lost every year
due to medical errors during hospital stays
only in the US
The case for patient simulation training was thoroughly documented in this landmark report from the
Institute of Medicine in the US in 1999. The report estimated that 50,000 – 100,000 lives were lost
every year due to medical errors during hospital stays only in the US. It stated that the health care
industry is decades behind other high risk industries (e.g. aviation, military, oil drilling) in applying
simulation training for improved safety, and presented the following arguments for patient simulation
training:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most eﬀective learning method
Realistic preparation for rare, diﬃcult cases
Errors allowed
No harm to patients
Repetition possible
In a recent publication, WHO estimates that as many as one in 10 patients are being harmed
while receiving hospital care.

SimMan 3G
An emergency patient simulator that can help
improve critical time management, decision
making, communication and handovers
between departments
Currently, SimMan 3G is helping customers all
over the world with in excess of 1100 systems in
use.This experience has helped Laerdal to
evolve the 3G system to the multifunctional and
trusted platform that it is today.
SimMan 3G can display neurological symptoms as well as physiological. It is designed to deliver
the most realistic training possible whilst remaining easy to set up and simple to operate.
SimMan 3G comes with a long list of features that will optimise simulation training scenarios
including automatic drug recognition, light sensitive pupils and bodily fluid excretion. These
features provide the opportunity to practice many basic and advanced clinical skills without risk
to patients. Wireless technology makes SimMan 3G flexible and mobile, so that it is possible to
conduct training for the entire rescue chain and allow team training which includes patient
handover and emergency reporting.
www.laerdal.com
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